Stress relaxation microscopy: imaging local stress in cells.
Biomechanics is gaining relevance as complementary discipline to structural and cellular biology. The response of cells to mechanical stimuli determines cell type and function, while the spatial distribution of mechanical forces within the cells is crucial to understand cell activity. The experimental methodologies to approach cell mechanics are diverse but either they are effective in few cases or they rule out the innate cell complexity. In this regard, we have developed a simple scanning probe-based methodology that overcomes the limitations of the available methods. Stress relaxation, the decay of the force exerted by the cell surface at constant deformation, has been used to extract relaxational responses at each cellular sublocalisation and generate maps. Surprisingly, decay curves exerted by test cells are fully described by a generalized viscoelastic model that accounts for more than one simultaneously occurring relaxations. Within the range of applied forces (0.5-4nN) a slow and a fast relaxation with characteristic times of 0.1 and 1s have been detected and assigned to rearrangements of cell membrane and cytoskeleton, respectively. Relaxation time mapping of entire cells is thus promising to simultaneously detect non-uniformities in membrane and cytoskeleton and as identifying tool for cell type and disease.